


Cities Alive Project Introduction 



Research about Leeds United Kingdom 



Site - Chosen Area: Armley Mills, Leeds West Yorkshire 

Armley is a district in the west of Leeds, West Yorkshire, England. 

It starts less than 1 mile from Leeds city centre. Armley grew in the industrial revolution and had several mills. 

Armley is predominantly and historically a largely working class area of the city, still retains many 

 smaller industrial businesses and has many rows of back-to-back terrace houses. 

Armley Mills was once the largest woollen mill in the world. 

Today it tells the story of Leeds’ rich industrial heritage through the collections, exhibitions and galleries of Leeds Industrial Museum. 

Site chosen is a green belt in Leeds surrounded by residential and commercial areas of Kirkstall, Burley and Armley. 

River Aire plays a dominant role in this area. 

 



History of Chosen Site – Armley Mills 
1711 

Kirkstall Road does not exist 
Earl of Cardigan’s map shows only 

Abbey Mills, Savins Mill &  
Armley Mills 

 
1771 

+ St Ann’s Mill  
+ Leeds-Liverpool Canal 

 
1791 

+ Gott’s Mansion  
has been constructed 

 
1801 

+ Burley Mills 
 

1811 
+ Kirkstall Road 

 
1821 

+ Redcote Lane (1st alignment)  
+ River Island at St Ann’s mills 

 
1831 

Redcote Lane (2nd alignment)  
+ St Stephens Church 

Abbey Road extended to 
Horsforth 

 
1841 

Original alignment abandoned 
(Redcote Lane) 

 
1851 

Railway development completed 
 

Conclusion: Armley Mills has not 
much development after Leeds-

Liverpool Canal has been 
introduced 

 
 
 
 



Site Analysis 

This drawing has been drawn 
on the site during the first visit. 
It shows the adjacent 
relationship between different 
areas. 
Red highlighted areas are few 
of the spots that have very 
nice scenery views but not 
being fully utilized. They have 
the potential to be developed 
into some attractive 
landmarks. 
 
The Leeds Industrial Museum 
plays a major role in Armley 
Mills. More people are 
encouraged to visit and 
explore this area and learn 
about the history of Leeds. 



Site Analysis – Land Use 

Contrast between the red highlighted area and the dark green highlighted area as the commercial area is very busy but the woodland area is very quite. 

People spend most of their time enjoying shopping and food rather than exploring the green which is just next to their residential areas. 



Chosen Area – Red highlighted Zone 

This area was chosen with the aim to bring people into the green for them to explore, experience and learn something about the natural environment. 

Museum will be remained and enhanced to attract more people to go into the museum in order to appreciate the history of Leeds. 

The huge different of the topography especially the height between the canal and the River Aire is the biggest challenge of this site. 

The big fall of River Aire near the railway track is potential to be turned into a very interesting landmark – The Armley Fall. 



Connectivity – Bringing People Into the Green – Overall Accessibility  

Few access points have been identified in order to direct people to walk into the focus area. 

Pylon power station                           Sports Club Entrance            Charming River Aire         Bridge           Commercial Car Park Area 



Detailed Circulation 

Accessibility is very important to link few different places together. 

This pathway is designed in such a way to create a journey for people to experience and explore the green. 

All proposed landmarks are connected to the nearest car park area for easy access and exit. 

There are total of 6 main entrances to this focus area. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 



From KEEP Proposal 

Few ideas are used from the KEEP such as the Sculptural Park in Dunkirk Hill and the new bridge to connect the transition area to the sports area. 

Some other new ideas are proposed to make the space more welcoming and happening in order to attract more people to walk into the green. 

Museum is remained but enhanced and                     developed to encourage more activities to be taken place there. 



Analysis 
Site Photos 



Site Analysis – Leeds Industrial Museum 

A good spot for people to experience the history of Leeds as an Industrial City 

Interactive activities in the museum should be encouraged 

Enhance the accessibility & signage at the entrance 

Restoration of some old buildings 

River pollution problem must be solved 

New retail shops are potential to be introduced to sell the products made in the museum 

DIY garden – green house dome & a Playscape area are proposed here to attract more people to go into the museum 

 

1 2 

5 6 

3 

4 7 



Strategic location due to the high level of topography. 

Good panorama view to the surrounding areas from the top of the hill. 

Unfortunately being abandoned, no proper street light or public infrastructure / furniture. 

Potential to change this site to an interactive installation park. 

Site Analysis – Dunkirk Hill 

1 2 

5 6 3 4 



Site Analysis – Pavement along Leeds Liverpool Canal 

1 2 

5 6 

3 

4 7 

4 

Vandalism alongside the pedestrian pavement and cycling route 

Under the railway track – dark, dangerous, vandalism, horror 

Observatory area is being abandoned, vandalized, not well-maintained and not being fully utilised 

Organization of bin storage needed to avoid littering into the canal causing pollution problem 

Dark & horror space under the railway track is potential to change into a Glow in the Dark fun space with Bioluminescense technology 

Green wall and a well designed graffiti wall are proposed here to solve the vandalism problem 



Site Analysis – Bridges 

The idea of ‘What you see is not only what you see’ applies here where 

bridge shall not be just a normal bridge just for the purpose of crossing from 

one place to another, it can be a multifunction public sculpture and space for 

people to carry out some activities. 

 

A bridge can be a sculpture that enhances the whole environment in order to 

increase its aesthetic value. 

 

Therefore, a multipurpose bridge such as a Trash Trap Observatory Bridge 

is proposed to attract visitors and to solve the river pollution problem. 





Tagline 

Concept 

This concept creates a wonderful journey for visitors to walk into the green focus area and experience different ambience and activities here.  

Apart from that, it provides the opportunity for the children and teenagers to explore themselves in nature and some new technology in the woodland.  

The idea is also to create a fun learning space for the youngsters to enjoy and have fun at their learning stage.  

Also, old people can also enjoy and relax in the interactive places with their friends and family. 

The tagline of ‘What You See Is Not Only What You See’ carries the meaning of multipurpose aspect such as flexible area with different activities, 

multifunction furniture and even multipurpose bridge. When you see the bridge, it is not just only for you to cross, you need to go and explore it by 

yourself in order to find out more about the other functions of the bridge. 

This idea creates curiosity and attracts more people to walk into the green. 



Conceptual Idea of the 3E relationship on site 



Site Analysis - Between the Canal & River, Pedestrian Pathway & Railway Track Meeting Point 

Cliff: 
Around 20 feet  
height difference! 

Canal: Unpolluted, clean, slow moving water (contrast to River Aire) 

Existing  
Observatory  
Area 

There is a huge challenge of this site where the pedestrian pathway meets the Railway Track and the 

height different between the Leeds-Liverpool Canal and the River Aire.  

This cliff obstructs the connection from the pedestrian pathway to the caravan storage area.  

 

The water in the River Aire falls down and creates an amazing Armley Fall which is potentially to  be 

designed into a recreational spot.  

Unfortunately, one of the drawback of this site is river pollution problem.  

There is also an existing observatory area here but it is not being fully utilised and is being vandalised.  

This area can be redesign to increase its aesthetic and functional values in order to attract more people 

to come to enjoy the beauty of nature with their friends and family. 
 



Site Analysis – Leeds Industrial Museum 

Pollution 
Problem 

Pollution 
Problem 

Abandoned  
Open Space 

Vandalism 



Site Analysis – Leeds Industrial Museum 



Research 

Precedent Studies 
& Case Studies 



Research – Case Study 

Bridge Park in Washington 



Research – Case Study 

John Kellett’s water wheel has already pulled thousands of pounds of trash out of Baltimore’s Inner  
Harbor and could be the solution for cleaning trash pollution in waterways around the world. 



Idea Proposed – ART - Experience – Green Graffiti + Green Wall – Vertical Plants 

Case Study: 

Green wall is proposed to prevent vandalism. 

Concrete wall for teenagers to spray as their emotional respond. 

Alternative green and concrete wall to give a balance to the whole area. 

Graffiti design competition to be held annually for the winners to display their artwork on the site. 

This creative green graffiti wall is to enhance the entire pathwayt for people to have different experience in their journey. 

 



Proposed Idea – Experience - Glow In The Dark 

Bringing light into a dark and horror space indirectly put this place back to life. 

Bioluminescence technology provides lighting to the dark area without the use of electricity. 

It also gives the sense of secure and provides a shared public space for people to explore different 

new technology and experience under the railway track. 

 



Idea Proposed – FUN – Multipurpose Green Bridge 



Multipurpose Seating area 
Interactive Sculpture Strategy 

Proposed Idea – Experience - Dunkirk Hill – Installation Park 

Interactive and kinetic sculptures are proposed in this abandoned hill site to attract more people to 

enjoy and relax with their friends and family. 

Kinetic sculptures are chosen because the site is located at a high level of topography, therefore the 

present of strong wind can help to turn the sculptures and create beautiful and interactive motion. 

Creative installation and multifunction furniture are also proposed here to enhance the space and 

make it more happening and attractive. 

It’s a place for all ages from kids to teenagers to family and elderly. 

Recycled and green materials are encouraged to be used such as a place made out of bamboo 

sticks for relaxing purpose. 

This is an idea developed from the KEEP proposal by the Brazilian students. 
 



Idea Proposed – Flower Circle Interactive Garden 

This is a place for the local residents to plant anything they like such as flowers, fruits and vegetables to 

decorate the shared public space according to different seasons throughout the year. 

This area encourages healthy lifestyle for the residents to carry out exercises such as jogging, cycling 

and many other outdoor activities. 

It is suitable for all ages from kids to elderly. 

The place is for both recreational use for visitors and also residential purpose for the people living in 

Armley, Kirkstall and Burley in Leeds. 



Idea Proposed – Adventure Park 

A very challenging adventure park for radical sports specially for those who love to explore the nature. 

Activities like climbing, jungle trekking, rock climbing, cycling, photo shooting and many more can be 

carried out here. 

It is suitable for children, teenagers and family. 

The aim is to change the silent woodland into something fun to explore and enjoy due to its location 

which is near to the Armley Park. 

Interesting sculptures are also proposed such as houses made of tree brunches which blend into the 

woodland and its surrounding natural environment making it invisible to increase people’s curiosity. 



Master Plan 



Master Plan 



Sketches, Photo Montage,  

Diagrams, Plans, Sections,  

Perspective Views 

Design Proposal 



The Sustainable Trash Trap Bridge Sections & Perspective Sketches 

The idea comes from one of my case 
study, the self-powered Trash Trap 
Boat shown on the right top. This 
Trash Trap Bridge that connects the 
Tree Houses Park to the Interactive 
Garden creates an educational and 
interactive observatory area. People 
can throw the rubbish into the river 
and observe it to be directed and 
collected. The rubbish is then being 
thrown out manually once a month 
by workers. This system attracts 
visitors, helps to solve the river 
pollution problem and create job 
opportunity as well. 
The two underwater water wheels 
are moved by the high momentum of 
water in the River Aire and are 
connected to the pulleys to collect 
the rubbish into a collection tray. 
This process is viewable from the 
semicircle transparent cantilevered 
bridge on top. Viewers can also 
enjoy the amazing Armley Fall from 
this bridge.  



Photo Montage - Leeds Industrial Museum – The Artistic Green Pathway 

After 

New Slanted Roof 
With Solar Panel 
To collect rainwater  
to water the  
Vertical Garden 

Energy Efficient Window 
Materials: 
• Low-Emittance glass coatings 
• Gas filler between layers 
• Composite Farming Material 
 Keep heat inside (winter) 
 Keep hear outside (summer) 

Outdoor Planting  
Window Boxes 

Alternative of vertical plant (green 
wall) & creative street art mural 
painting are designed not just for 
the aesthetic purpose, also to 
solve the vandalism problem along 
the pathway near the canal. 
Street art competition can be held 
annually and winners get the 
chance to display their artwork on 
the wall. This creates an artistic 
space for teenagers to hand 
around and find some inspirations.  

Art 
Green 

Creative 



Green House Domes – DIY Garden 



The Sustainable Library Perspective Sketches 

Section 

Plan 

Instead of create a new path to cross the two connected buildings in order to enter the  
Green House Domes area, this sustainable library feature with transparent glass is designed.  
This fascinating transparent glass between two buildings with pitched roofing collects  
rainwater into an indoor pond, this creates an illusion of indoor waterfall. 
The library is located at an open staircase where storage and indoor planting are also 
proposed here.  
Hanging bookshelves from the mezzanine floor is also one of the eye catching design. 



Playscape Island & Retail Shops Sketches 

Product Display Racks proposed designs to sell the clothes,  
fabric made from the factory and some other organic  
cosmetics and supplements. 

Light shelf is used to create indirect  
                   sunlight into the interior Playscape Island & Retail Shops Location 

Initial Idea of 
Playscape 
Area 



Playscape Island Plan View & Photo Montage 



Photo Montage – Bridge, Skywalk & Observatory Areas 



Photo Montage – Glow In The Dark - Under the Railway Track 

Reference: Motion Light Flooring    

After 



Photo Montage – Adventure Park 



Photo Montage – Tree Houses Park 



Marina Island Proposed Plan View 

Existing Canal &  
Caravan Storage 



Installation Park Proposed Plan View & Perspective View 

Natural materials create natural environment & mood 

Due to high topography which receives strong wind 



Flower Circle Interactive Garden Proposed Plan View & Perspective View 



Master Plan 
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